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Jacqueline Zappitelli1710531707

Tom called me and was able to come to my property within a couple of days, He checked all the fire extinguishers. Very polite and professional.  Returned the extinguishers he took for service the same week.  Super great guy!  Silco is the best!!
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Nicole Mercer1710268855

I made an appointment and was able to get an appointment within a week time frame. Kyle was our tech. He was very knowledgeable in his expertise. He went above and beyond to educate us on the fire suppression system how it works and how important it is to stay up to code. If you need service call Silco and ask for Kyle He won't disappoint.  Thanks Kyle.
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All interactions I have had with Silco has been amazing. We were having issues with out LiftMaster gate after someone ran into it and after calling ALL the numbers of "contractors" on LiftMasters website that service the units Silco was only 1 of 2 that still work on them. From the initial phone call the service was perfect. I left a message of what we needed and it must have been on the wrong voicemail because I received a call from PJ Trisket who listened to our problem and then had us set up in their system as a customer and a tech scheduled to come out the next morning all within a couple of hours. Wow, just wow. The next morning Ryan Stanford, the tech, showed up bright and early and in the cold rain. He listened to our issues and was so enthusiastic about the product. You don't meet people who are that passionate about their trade anymore, it was refreshing. While we had to do something in the time it took me to find a contractor we had one of the employees work on bending the arms back just to get us operational. Ryan expressed his praise in the work our employee had completed that there was only minimal that needed to be done once he arrived. But he was not disappointed and he shared his knowledge not only with me but also with our employee too. I asked him to give the unit a once over because it wasn't acting right from the original install and he did. He adjusted the settings and made sure everything was up and running as it should. Overall this has been the best customer service experience I have had in a very long time. What a breath of fresh air to meet not 1 but multiple people who you can tell just love where they work. Even a guy from another company that called me after Silco had already came out used to work for them and he didn't even have anything bad to say about the company. Actually his comment was "oh yeah, they will get you up and running for sure!" Silco is defiantly added to the list for future work. Thank you!
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Always phenomenal service at a competitive price. Their employees are always friendly, willing to go the extra mile, extremely knowledgeable & you can tell they enjoy working at Silco. It makes a huge difference! We work with a lot of vendors & Silco has the best customer service experience. I'm grateful to have knowledgeable technicians who keep us abreast  of any fire safety concerns & ensure we are in compliance.Sweets & Meats BBQ
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Silco was great. super responsive. Earl came out and took great care of our needs here.
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When Jim Rohlfs is here, he is always efficient in getting his work done.  He has been coming here for around 30 years and is always clean cut, friendly, and quick to get his job finished.  Everything is checked, and replaced where needed.  It's always good to see his smiling face and we know the job will be done correctly.
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Jason takes care of our fire extinguisher needs here at Compunet. He is quick to respond and quick to get the job done. What a great asset to the company he works for.
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Jordan and Ryan are the bestThey came in time, they know what they doGreat serviceThank you so much
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My company recently had a large check valve fail in our meter pit, which resulted in our offices being without water for a couple of days. Silco worked diligently to correct the issue as quickly as possible. The technicians were very professional and kept us informed on their progress throughout the ordeal.
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Jim was very prompt and accommodating.
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Very service oriented, friendly and professional, and very efficient!
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Silco is professional and efficient. They are effective communicators, which is appreciated as a property manager! Clear and consistent communication is paramount in our line of work, and Silco excelled in this regard.
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Caroline Zapf1694533698

Thank you Silco for the great service.  Our technicians were knowledgeable, friendly, and willing to answer questions.  When I asked what they were doing and why, they were happy to explain the backflow inspection process.  Thank you!!
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Came and provided service the same day that we called and had everything taken care of that same afternoon!!  Super friendly!
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Clint Wooldridge1693506246

They're great! Very friendly, very efficient, flexible scheduling!
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Kyle Price did an excellent job with our inspection. Would highly recommend!
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The tech was very knowledgeable and performed a thorough inspection quickly and efficiently.
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Joe is such a pleasure to work with.
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Indian Hill Historical Society1690479572

Earl always does a GREAT job - he's on-time, thorough, and very nice.
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Get Air West Chester Parties1690301638

Great customer service! Im always pleased with my experince with them.
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SILCO has been a very good company to work with. From the scheduling to the technicians to the billing, it has all been a pleasant experience.
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I had an appointment with Mark at 12:30 pm today. At 12:05 He phoned to say that he was there and waiting which was very good news because as I was driving there I thought to myself I’ve got to sit and wait for about 25 minutes. I hope this guys on time. Lo and behold he’s early and I’m less than a minute away! Not only was Mark was a head of schedule, he was friendly and efficient!! He told some jokes and we had a good time while he did the inspection!! I’m thankful that he checked our exit lights and found 5 of the batteries bad. I wasn’t looking to replace them but he charged the same price that I can buy them from Home Depot and he installed them at no charge!! That was a win / win in my book!! Thank you Mark and thank you Silco Fire & Security !!
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We have used Silco to service our office building for many years.  Top notch, professional service.
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Excellent service and wonderful representative
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Pete was efficient and professional. We finished the inspection of fire extinguishers in record time.  I'm very satisfied with Silco.
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Jason is always very helpful and responds quickly to any and all of our Districts needs.
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We delt with Kyle Price today on our food truck, He made us feel very comfortable with the process. He was knowledgeable, patience with our questions, thorough, unbelievably professional and very kind. He walked us through the process acutely made the process very stress free. We were very pleased with his services.LauraOwner AJ's Cheesesteaks
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The crew arrived at the scheduled time, performed the work that we needed. Very helpful and answered any question that I had.
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Easy to work with, ultra fast response!
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Very professional. personnable, and on time.
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Mark just came to our store, Every Watch Has A Story, to update our fire extinguishers. He was really friendly and pleasant. He answered all my questions and everything went smooth as ice. I will definitely be recommending these guys!
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Very Professional - know their job and do it very well.Kyle Price came out this morning to inspect our Exit/Emergency lights.  Was able to repair an old sign that hasn't worked in years!  Excellent technician - very friendly.  Silco as a whole is a very professional business with excellent employees.
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Mark came in for Silco to check a handful of things for us. He was professional and did a great job. Also great sense of humor! - Shayna
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The Technician, Joe Martini, was A1.
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The technician did a fast turnaround of recharging the fire extinguishers for us.
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Mark Michel is such a delight! He is professional and personable. Great customer service!
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Kyle Price was not only on time for our appointment, but early.  He completed the assessment of all exit lights in a timely manner, replacing lights and battery packs as needed.  Thank you for your good work.  See you next year!
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I just happened to notice the tag on our business fire ext.  and noticed expiration date fast approaching ( in 2 days!).  I just popped in to say hi to my husband and chit chat.....Long story short( he forgot last year and found out via yearly fire inspection that expiration date was very overdue and small fine.  Yikes!)  I went online and sent message asking if they could help as I am unfamiliar with codes, safety,  business regulations.  By noon,  Jeff our service technician from Silco sent me text letting me know inspection was done and we are now good for another year.   I'd receive a summary via email today and invoice in 2 days for service call.  Summary was in my inbox as promised,  account setup as their new customer and I can pay when i get the invoice.  End of story.  And go on with life!!!  I am a Gen Xer so I remember the "customer is always right" days.  Millennials can DIY all they want but I'd rather be shopping! Or sleeping.  OMG....I'm getting old.  I sound like our beloved Baby Boomers!!
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Bobby was very friendly and did very professional work
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Taylor Cool was phenomenal on his job, very well knowledgeable & quick on what he does! Ask for him if needed for any work!
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Bobby our service technician did a great job servicing our business.
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SIlco came out to my office building quickly after my initial call and the service tech was professional and thorough. Would higkly recommend.
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Outstanding and professional team.
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No matter how busy your kitchen is, we recommend Silco to keep our equipment in tip top shape, keeping us safe as we serve. We had our kitchen fire suppression system semi-annual inspection this morning.  In our active kitchen Kyle was very conscientious of the needs of our kitchen staffer and kept any interruptions to a minimum while accomplishing his task.  AND our preschool got their monthly fire drill in early this month!  Thanks again to Kyle Price - see you in 6 months!
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We needed a company to come by and test our fire suppression hood. We were talking about calling someone and a Silco technician just happened to pass by our Abby Girl Sweets location. Kyle P offered to help and did a great job getting us all fixed up. We will definitely continue to use him in the future.
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Kyle was able to come very early on a Friday so there would be no kids in school.I appreciate him adapting to a crazy schedule on our end.Thank you,Rob
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Kyle Price he done the job very goodThank you
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